ANNOUNCEMENT

concerning

THE DANISH-ISRAELI STUDY FOUNDATION IN MEMORY OF
JOSEF AND REGINE NACHEMSONHN

In accordance with testamentary provisions of the late David B. Nachemsohn, antique dealer, the Foundation was established in memory of David B. Nachemsohn’s parents, Josef and Regine Nachemsohn.

The purpose of the Foundation is, in accordance with the instrument of foundation of 21. of April 1992, to grant scholarships to Danish students for studies at universities and other institutions of higher education in Israel, and to Israeli student for studies at universities and other institutions of higher education in Denmark.

The Foundation expects to be able to grant scholarships of varying amounts of money.

Application from a Danish citizen with permanent residence in Israel, referring to studies in Israel or in Denmark, cannot be accepted as the object of the Foundation is exchange of Israeli students. Application from an Israeli citizen with permanent residence in Denmark referring to studies in Israel is also excluded.

It is quite seldom that the Foundation can support an education as PhD, post-doc or etcetera.

Please request Application Form in English or Danish on www.disf.dk and submit the application in 5 copies to the study foundation at the address indicated below.

The closing date for application is every year on the 31. of December. Replies to applications will be sent in spring hereafter.

Carsten R. Christiansen
director
Duntzelfts Allé 7B
2900 Hellerup
Tlf : + 45 2024 7888
Mail: crc@vikalove.dk